Seminari transdisciplinari a.a. 21-22

_Borderscapes_

Roots – Routes

Linguaggi, miti e azioni in viaggio

Giovedì 10 novembre 2022 - h 14:30 - 16:30
Aula Dottorato, III Piano, Palazzo Giusso

A cura di Alessandro Buffa (Unior)

Wendy Z. Goldman presenta

“The Great Anti-Fascist Feat:
Evacuation and the Soviet Front during World War II”

_Woman Railroad Worker Directing Industrial Evacuation, 1941_

_Wendy Z. Goldman_ is a social and political historian of Russia. Her early work focused on women's emancipation and industrialization. She wrote about Stalinist repression in _Terror and Democracy in the Age of Stalin: The Social Dynamics of Repression and Inventing the Enemy: Denunciation and Terror in Stalin’s Russia_. Her latest work (with Donald Filtzer), _Fortress Dark and Stern. The Soviet Home Front during World War II_, is the first comprehensive study of the Soviet home front and its role in the Allied victory in World War II.